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A Modern Bride’s Journey to Blissful Beginnings 
“AG New World Manila Bay Hotel releases wedding celebration packages for the modern 

bride” 
 
MANILA, PHILIPPINES – For most women, their wedding day would be one of the most-
awaited milestones of their lives. The moment of conceptualization begins as early as in 
her childhood, where she would often visualize her dream wedding as she watches 
countless replays of Disney Princesses getting married. For most, their dream wedding 
would be in a beautifully-adorned church – fitted in a delicately embellished white gown, 
she would walk the flower-laden aisle; the before and after scenes along with the “in-
between” moments would be perfectly captured by romantic backdrops of picturesque 
sunrise or sunset. Proper planning and preparation is crucial to ensuring a successful 
celebration and this begins with finding the right partners and suppliers best-suited to 
perfectly execute the bride’s vision. 
 
AG New World Manila Bay Hotel provides versatile packages for the modern bride with 
an experienced wedding specialist guiding and supporting her throughout. From the pre-
wedding preparations and events leading up to the honeymoon, our wedding specialist 
works hand-in-hand with the bride and suppliers to ensure a blissful celebration. The 
journey begins as the bride gets ready for the big day – the “Dream Getaways” package 
provides the ultimate indulgence and pampering with a suite room with a welcome bottle 
of wine and chocolate pralines, a 30-minute head and shoulder or foot massage for two, 
and access to the Residence Club lounge for two persons. The bride can enjoy access to 
the lobby and the pool area for a bridal photoshoot on her wedding day. The Dream 
Getaways package comes with an exclusive 25% discount privilege on dining outlets, 
and selected spa treatments at Club Oasis. Meanwhile, the “Blissful Beginnings” 
package provides a more practical reward for the modern couple with an automatic 
upgrade to a Specialty Suite with Residence Club access, welcome drinks and breakfast 
buffet for two persons. Couples can also take advantage of the complimentary table for 
the reception and continue on with their journey with a 3-day, 2-night stay for a Dream 
Honeymoon Package at participating New World Hotels (Beijing, Shanghai, Saigon, 
Hong Kong, Makati). 
 
A variety of venues suited for intimate and grand weddings that require greater detail and 
attention provides the modern bride and groom ample options. Each is outfitted with 
sound-proof partitions, wired and wireless high speed Internet access, contemporary 
setting, elegant table accessories, exquisite international cuisine, and audio visual and 
lighting systems. Professional event planning and coordination is guaranteed. Standing 
at the core of the hotel’s banqueting facilities is The Ballroom. With the hotel’s notable 
culinary excellence, impressive guest services and innovative concepts, this is the ideal 
venue for, weddings, extravagant gatherings, and lavish events. 
 
AG New World Manila Bay Hotel continues to be the leading choice for weddings and 
celebrations with its exceptional modern facilities that embodies contemporary Asian flair 
with distinctively stylish surroundings, astute service and genuine hospitality, sociable 
spaces, supportive efficiency, and excellent cuisine. It is surrounded by Manila’s 



  

 
 

culturally-rich and well-preserved historical points of interest such as Intramuros and 
Luneta Park; while its close proximity to iconic and revered religious sites such as Malate 
Church, Paco Park’s St. Pancratius Chapel, San Agustin Church, San Sebastian Church, 
Manila Cathedral, and Binondo Church provides the ideal setting for weddings and 
celebrations. From the hotel, guests can enjoy astonishing views of the world-renowned 
sunset over Manila Bay.  
 
The bridal entourage will appreciate the unique detail of the hotel featuring its wide 
variety of suites, including 3 Executive Suites, 3 Specialty Suites, 21 Premiere Bay View 
Suites, and a Presidential suite; all showcasing a floor-to-ceiling view of the city or the 
bay. The spacious guestrooms and suites are warm and welcoming; with well-appointed 
bathrooms that feature Italian white marble. Guests can maximize their in-room 
pampering experience with an invigorating rain shower and a luxurious soaking tub. For 
a luxurious experience, the hotel features a Presidential suite and three Specialty Suites, 
each uniquely designed and offering a spectacular panoramic view of the famous Manila 
Bay. Each and every detail is given careful attention for a comfortable and pleasant stay. 
 
The hotel’s versatile offerings, careful attention to detail, and indulgent pampering 
packages makes it the perfect venue for the modern bride to embark on her journey to 
blissful beginnings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 
 

About AG New World Manila Bay Hotel 
AG New World Manila Bay Hotel is a deluxe hotel located at the center of the Manila 
business district with easy access to business and shopping areas, including Mall of 
Asia, the largest shopping mall in Metro Manila.  The hotel is nearby historical attractions 
such as Intramuros and the Cultural Center of the Philippines. 
 
The hotel features 376 guestrooms and suites, Residence Club executive floors, six 
dining options, outdoor pool, fitness center and spa. Meeting and event space includes a 
ballroom and four meeting rooms.   
 
In recognition of its commitment to providing guests a memorable and comfortable 
experience, AG New World Manila Bay Hotel was awarded the 2017 TripAdvisor 
Travelers’ Choice. Its Chinese restaurant, Li Li and steakhouse and grill room, The 
Fireplace, were recognized in 2017 as one of the Philippines’ Best Restaurants by the 
prestigious publication, The Philippine Tatler. Market Café, the all-day International 
dining buffet restaurant received the TripAdvisor 2018 Certificate of Excellence for its 
exemplary cuisine and notable service. 
 
For more information and reservations, please contact the hotel directly at telephone 
+63 2 252 6888, email reservations.manilabay@newworldhotels.com or visit 
newworldhotels.com. 
 
About New World Hotels and Resorts  
New World Hotels & Resorts are deluxe properties and stylish hubs where business and 
personal connections thrive. Its nine hotels and one affiliated property are located in 
popular Asian gateways and resort destinations in China, Vietnam, Malaysia, and the 
Philippines. New World Hotels offer a full range of relevant amenities and services 
including multiple restaurants, business services, extensive meeting facilities, Residence 
Club executive floors, and recreational options.  For more information or reservations, 
please contact your travel professional or visit newworldhotels.com. 
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Jeanne Marfal 
Assistant Marketing Manager 
Tel: +63 2 252 6888     
E-mail: jeannemarie.marfal@newworldhotels.com 
 
Twinkle Y. Lacsamana 
Director of Communications 
Tel: +63 2 252 6888   
E-mail: twinkle.lacsamana@newworldhotels.com 
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